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 We evaluate the meteorological performance of coupled chemistry-meteorology models.
 13 modeling groups from Europe and 4 groups from North America participated.
 Temperature, precipitation and radiation are mostly well simulated.
 Signiﬁcant biases exist in surface wind speeds and nighttime boundary layer heights.
 Differences between model systems are usually larger than aerosol feedback effects.
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Air pollution simulations critically depend on the quality of the underlying meteorology. In phase 2 of the
Air Quality Model Evaluation International Initiative (AQMEII-2), thirteen modeling groups from Europe
and four groups from North America operating eight different regional coupled chemistry and meteorology models participated in a coordinated model evaluation exercise. Each group simulated the year
2010 for a domain covering either Europe or North America or both. Here were present an operational
analysis of model performance with respect to key meteorological variables relevant for atmospheric
chemistry processes and air quality. These parameters include temperature and wind speed at the
surface and in the vertical proﬁle, incoming solar radiation at the ground, precipitation, and planetary
boundary layer heights. A similar analysis was performed during AQMEII phase 1 (Vautard et al., 2012)
for ofﬂine air quality models not directly coupled to the meteorological model core as the model systems
investigated here. Similar to phase 1, we found signiﬁcant overpredictions of 10-m wind speeds by most
models, more pronounced during night than during daytime. The seasonal evolution of temperature was
well captured with monthly mean biases below 2 K over all domains. Solar incoming radiation, precipitation and PBL heights, on the other hand, showed signiﬁcant spread between models and observations suggesting that major challenges still remain in the simulation of meteorological parameters
relevant for air quality and for chemistryeclimate interactions at the regional scale.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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1. Introduction
Air quality models have advanced signiﬁcantly over the past 20
years driven by the rapid evolution of computer power and by
improvements in our understanding of atmospheric processes. Air
quality models are increasingly being used not only for research but
also in an operational context by national weather centers and
environment institutes for air quality prediction, for designing
emission control policies, and for environmental impact assessment. A prominent example is the regional model ensemble
established in the EU project MACC which provides operational
daily air quality forecasts for Europe (Hollingsworth et al., 2008;
Huijnen et al., 2010).
The historic separation between the air quality and weather
prediction communities led to the separate development of
regional atmospheric chemistry and meteorology models. As a
consequence, air quality models were mostly driven ofﬂine by the
output of a separate meteorology model. In the last approximately
ten years, supported both by the increased interest of weather
centers in air quality issues and by the rapid increase in computer
power, a new generation of models has been developed in which
the chemical evolution is online coupled to the meteorological
simulation. Comprehensive reviews of these coupled model systems developed in North America and Europe have been presented
by Zhang (2008) and Baklanov et al. (2014). Online coupled models
can account for interactions between chemistry and meteorology,
notably for direct effects of aerosols on radiation and for indirect
effects of aerosols on clouds (e.g., Bangert et al., 2011; Giorgi et al.,
2003; Helmert et al., 2007).
In contrast to ofﬂine models, a comprehensive evaluation and
intercomparison of this new generation of online coupled models
has been missing so far but is urgently needed to build scientiﬁc
credibility in their use to address a wide range of air quality and
climate related questions (Alapaty et al., 2012).
Since 2008, the Air Quality Model Evaluation International
Initiative (AQMEII) (Rao et al., 2010) coordinated by the European
Joint Research Center (JRC) and U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), has promoted the evaluation of regional air quality
models across Europe and North America. AQMEII has now reached
its second phase which is dedicated to the evaluation of online
coupled models, as opposed to Phase 1 where, with one exception,
only ofﬂine models were considered. AQMEII-2 brought together

thirteen modeling groups from Europe and four groups from North
America. Each group simulated the year 2010 for a domain covering
either Europe or North America or both domains.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the models participating
in the AQMEII-2 exercise with respect to the simulation of meteorology. It complements the collective analyses of Im et al. (2015a,b),
and Giordano et al. (2015) which are dedicated to the evaluation of
ozone, particular matter, and the inﬂuence of chemical boundary
conditions, respectively. Meteorological parameters are driving
chemical processes in numerous ways (Seaman, 2000) and the
quality of the meteorological simulation critically affects the predictability of air pollution episodes (Zhang et al., 2007). The analysis
of the performance of the AQMEII-2 models with respect to key
meteorological variables thus contributes to the understanding of
differences in the chemistry modeling reported in the companion
studies in this special issue.
A similar analysis was conducted by Vautard et al. (2012) for the
meteorological models providing input for the ofﬂine chemistry
transport models in AQMEII phase 1. Here, we extend their analysis
by providing the ﬁrst comparative evaluation of a large number of
online coupled model systems. Eight different model systems built
around six different meteorological model cores are considered.
Although most of the models accounted for the aerosol direct and
some models also for the aerosol indirect effects, the analysis of the
feedbacks of these effects onto meteorology is beyond the scope of
this study but is addressed in several companion studies (Forkel
et al., 2015; Kong et al., 2015; Makar et al., 2015a, b; San Jose
et al., 2015). Furthermore, a detailed comparison of bulk aerosol
proﬁles simulated by the models at Aerosol Robotic Network
(AERONET) sites and analysis of the inﬂuence of different assumptions regarding mixing state, refractive indices, hygroscopic
growth and other factors on aerosol optical properties is presented
in Curci et al. (2014).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the models operated by the thirteen European and the four
North American groups. Section 3 describes the meteorological
observations used for the evaluation. Section 4 provides a brief
overview of the general weather situation in 2010 to place the
simulations conducted in AQMEII-2 in a broader climatological
context. Section 5 is the central part of the study presenting the
quantitative evaluation for a number of key meteorological variables. Section 6 closes with the summary and conclusions.
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2. Online-coupled meteorology and chemistry models
As for AQMEII phase 1, simulations had to be performed for a
continental domain covering Europe or North America. In total, 16
groups conducted simulations for Europe and 5 groups for North
America. A number of groups shared the same model system but
operated the model in different conﬁgurations to test the sensitivity to different settings. Overall, eight different model systems
were used out of which ﬁve were fully integrated online coupled
chemistry and meteorology models (WRF-Chem, COSMO-ART,
MetUM UKCA-RAQ, NMMB-BSC, GEM-MACH), and three were online access models (COSMO-MUSCAT, RACMO LOTOS-EUROS, WRFCMAQ) following the model classiﬁcation scheme of Baklanov et al.
(2014). In terms of meteorological core, only six different models
were applied: The U.S. Weather Research and Forecasting model
WRF (Skamarock and Klemp, 2008), the COSMO model of the European Consortium for Small-Scale Modeling (Baldauf et al., 2011),
the Met Ofﬁce Uniﬁed Model MetUM (Brown et al., 2012), the Canadian Global Environmental Multiscale Model GEM (Yeh et al.,
2002), the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model RACMO (van
Meijgaard et al., 2012) and the U.S, Nonhydrostatic Multiscale
Model on the B-grid NMMB (Janjic and Gall, 2012).
An overview of the different models and their conﬁgurations
with respect to the most relevant meteorological parameterizations
is presented in Table 1 for WRF-Chem and in Table 2 or all other
models. For an overview of the different models with respect to
chemistry we refer to (Im et al., 2015b).
In order to allow the models to respond to aerosol direct and
indirect effects while keeping the meteorological simulation close
to reality, the simulations were performed in two-day segments.
Chemical ﬁelds at the end of each segment served as initial conditions for the subsequent segment. For the meteorology, however,
each segment was preceded by a spinup which varied between 12 h
and 1 day depending on the model. It was recommended not to use
any nudging as this would potentially mask any feedback effects.
The two WRF-CMAQ models applied over Europe and North
America, respectively, deviated from this general recommendation:
UK5 performed the simulations in one-day rather than in two-day
segments. US6 performed continuous simulations with a weak

nudging of upper layer temperature, winds, and water vapor as well
as soil moisture and temperature as described in Hogrefe et al.
(2015).
An important point to stress is that the results presented here
only reﬂect the model's performance in their conﬁguration used for
the AQMEII-2 exercise. These settings may differ signiﬁcantly from
those used by operational weather centers in terms of parameterizations, land-surface treatment (e.g. soil moisture, land use data
sets), boundary conditions, horizontal and vertical grid spacing, etc.
Nevertheless, the results should reﬂect some of the fundamental
properties of a model system and the parameterizations used, and
biases identiﬁed here certainly deserve further attention.
3. Meteorological observations
The models participating in the AQMEII-2 exercise were
compared against surface observations and, over Europe, against
vertical proﬁles from commercial airliners at the airport of Frankfurt, Germany. The comparative analysis includes the classical
meteorological variables 2-m temperature and 10-m wind speed
which are available at a large number of sites as well as precipitation and shortwave radiation data and diagnosed PBL heights from
a smaller number of stations. An overview of the sites included in
the analysis over the two continents is presented in Fig. 1. SYNOP
refers to measurements of temperature and wind, IGRA to radiosonde locations at which PBL heights were diagnosed and BSRN/
SURFRAD to the sites with radiation measurements. For precipitation, observation-based gridded data sets were used for both continents as described below.
3.1. Temperature and wind speed
Temperature and wind speed data from SYNOP stations in
EMSEMBLE with >90% data availability were used for the European
surface analyses in domains EU1, EU2 and EU3. The criterion of a
data availability of 90% restricted the analysis to those stations with
an hourly reporting frequency. Vertical proﬁle information was
obtained by using MOZAIC proﬁles at Frankfurt airport (Marenco
et al., 1998). Most observations are in the morning hours with the

Table 1
Overview of meteorology conﬁgurations of WRF-Chem models.
Model ID

AT1

DE4

IT1

IT2

ES1

ES3

SI1/SI2

US7

US8

Domain
Group

EU
ZAMG

EU
IMK-IFU

EU
RSE

EU
UNIVAQ

EU/NA
MAR-UMU

EU
UPM

NA
NCAR

NA
NCSU

3.4.1
23 km
270 x 225

3.4.1
23 km
270 x 225

3.4 prerel.
23 km
270 x 225

3.4.1
23 km
270 x 225

EU
Univ.
Ljubljana
3.4.1
23 km
270 x 225

3.4.1
36 km
161 x 105

3.4.1
36 km
148 x 112

33 (eta)
24 m
NCEP-GFS

34 (eta)
24 m
NCEP-GFS

Morrison
RRTMG
RRTMG
Noah
YSU
Grell-3D
Direct
&Indirect

33 (eta)
33 (eta)
24 m
24 m
ECMWF (oper.) ECMWF
(oper.)
Morrison
Morrison
RRTMG
RRTMG
RRTMG
RRTMG
Noah
Noah
YSU
YSU
Grell-3D
Grell-3D
Direct
Direct/no
&Indirect

Morrison
RRTM
RRTM
Noah
MYNN
Grell-3D
Direct
&Indirect

Morrison
RRTMG
RRTMG
Noah
YSU
Grell-3D
Direct
&Indirect

Version
3.4.1
Horiz. resolution 23 km
Nx  Ny
270 x 225
Levels
First layer
Meteo IC/BC
Microphys.
LW radiation
SW radiation
Land surface
PBL/turbulence
Convection
Aerosol
feedbacks

33 (eta)
33 (eta)
33 (eta)
24 m
24 m
24 m
ECMWF (oper.) ECMWF (oper.) ECMWF
(oper.)
Morrison
Morrison
Morrison
RRTM
RRTM
RRTMG
RRTMG
Goddard
RRTMG
Noah
Noah
Noah
YSU
YSU
YSU
Grell-3D
Grell-3D
Grell-3D
Direct
Direct
no
&Indirect
&Indirect

3.4.1
23 km/36 km
270 x 225/
161 x 105
33 (eta)
33 (eta)
24 m
24 m
ECMWF (oper.) ECMWF (oper.)
Lin
RRTM
Goddard
Noah
YSU
Grell-3D
Direct &Indirect

Microphysics parameterizations: Morrison (Morrison et al., 2009); Lin (Lin et al., 1983).
Land surface parameterizations: Noah (Niu et al., 2011).
Radiative transfer: RRTM (Mlawer et al., 1997); RRTMG (Iacono et al., 2008); Goddard (Chou and Suarez, 1994).
PBL/turbulence schemes: YSU (Hong et al., 2006); MYNN (Nakanishi and Niino, 2006).
ve
nyi, 2002).
Convection schemes: Grell-3D (Grell and De
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Table 2
Overview of meteorology conﬁgurations of other models.
Model ID

CH1

DE3

NL2a

UK4

UK5

US6

CA2/f

ES2a/b

Domain
Group
Met Model
Version
Chem Model

EU
Empa
COSMO
4.23
ART

EU
IFT
COSMO
4.27
MUSCAT

EU
TNO/KNMI
RACMO
2-LE
LOTOS-EUROS

EU
UKMO
METUM
8.3
UKCA

MACH

NA
BSC
NMMB
1.2
BSC-CTM

0.25

0.22

15 km

0.20

N x x Ny

270 x 225

166 x 164

244 x 238

300 x 300

459 x 299

348 x 465

311 x 251

Levels

40 (z-hyb)

40 (z-hyb)

38 (z-hyb)

35 (eta)

35 (eta)

58

First layer

20 m

20 m

20 m

19 m

19 m

21 m

24/48 (shyb)
45/25 m

Meteo input

ECMWF (oper.)

GME (reanal.)

0.22
0.5  0.25
306 x 200
140 x 160
40 (eta)
5 (z)
10 m
25 m
ECMWF (reanal.)

NA
EPA
WRF
3.4.1
CMAQ
5.0.1
12 km

NA
Env. Canada
GEM

Horiz. resolution 0.22

EU
HERTS
WRF
3.3
CMAQ
5.0.1
18 km

Met Ofﬁce

NCEP-GFS

CMC-reg_OA

NCEP-FNL

Microphys.

Kessler-type
bulk
v-2-stream

Tiedtke, Tompkins
Neggers
RRTMG

Morrison

RRTMG

RRTMG

Milbrandt-Yau double
moment
CDK

Ferrier

LW radiation

Kessler-type
bulk
v-2-stream

ECMWF
(oper.)
Morrison

RRTMG

SW radiation

v-2-stream

v-2-stream

RRTMG/McRad

Land surface
PBL/turbulence

TERRA-ML
Prognostic
TKE
Tiedtke

TERRA-ML
Prognostic
TKE
Tiedtke

Direct

Direct

Convection
Aerosol
feedbacks

RRTMG

RRTMG

CDK

RRTMG

Hurk/Balsamo
Lenderink/Siebesma

Wilson &
Ballard
Edwards
eSlingo
Edwards
eSlingo
MOSES-2
Lock

Noah
ACM2

Pleim-Xiu
ACM2

ISBA
Moist TKE

LISS
MYJ 2.5

Nordeng/DualM

Gregory

KaineFritsch

KaineFritsch

BMJ

Direct & Indirect

Direct &Indirect Direct

Kain
eFritsch
Direct

No/Direct& Indirect

No

Microphysics parameterizations: WSM6 (Hong and Lim, 2006); Kessler bulk type (Doms et al., 2011); (Wilson and Ballard, 1999); Ferrier (http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/
mmb/mmbpll/eta12tpb/); Morrison (Morrison et al., 2009); Tiedtke/Tompkins/ECMWF/Neggers (Neggers, 2009; Tiedtke, 1993; Tompkins et al., 2007) [http://www.ecmwf.
int/research/ifsdocs/CY33r1/PHYSICS/IFSPart4.pdf]; MilbrandteYau double moment scheme (Milbrandt and Yau, 2005).
Land surface parameterizations: TERRA-ML (Grasselt et al., 2008); LISS (Vukovic et al., 2010); MOSES-2 (Essery and Clark, 2003); Hurk/Balsamo (Balsamo et al., 2009; Van den
Hurk et al., 2000); ISBA (Noilhan and Mahfouf, 1996).
Radiative transfer: v-2-stream (Ritter and Geleyn, 1992); Dudhia (Dudhia, 1989); RRTM (Mlawer et al., 1997); RRTMG (Iacono et al., 2008); Edwards and Slingo (Edwards and
Slingo, 1996); McRad (Clough et al., 2005; Morcrette et al., 2008); CDK (Li and Barker, 2005).
PBL/turbulence schemes: YSU (Hong et al., 2006); Prognostic TKE (Doms et al., 2011); MYJ (Janji
c, 1994); ACM2 (Pleim, 2007); Lock (Lock et al., 2000); Lenderink/Siebesma
(Lenderink and Holtslag, 2004; Siebesma et al., 2007).
Convection schemes: KaineFritsch (Kain, 2004); Tiedtke (Tiedtke, 1989); BMJ/BettseMillereJanjic(Janji
c, 1994); Gregory (Gregory and Rowntree, 1990); Nordeng update of
Tiedtke scheme (Nordeng, 1994); DualM (Neggers et al., 2009).
a
NL2 is an online access model with different resolutions for the meteorology (RACMO) and chemistry transport (LOTOS-EUROS). Resolutions are therefore provided
separately for both (meteo/chemistry).

majority of proﬁles being between 06 and 13 UTC with maxima in
the frequency of proﬁles at 07 and 12 UTC. Unfortunately, data
coverage of MOZAIC was much lower in 2010 as compared to other
years with observations available only during fall and winter.

3.2. PBL heights
For planetary boundary layer (PBL) heights a data set recently
compiled by Seidel et al. (2012) based on the radiosonde networks
over North America and Europe is used. In this data set, PBL heights
were determined from vertical proﬁles of wind, temperature and
humidity using the bulk Richardson method of Vogelezang and
Holtslag (1996) suitable for both stable and convective boundary
layers. A critical bulk Richardson number Rib,crit of 0.25 was applied
for both stable and unstable conditions. A value of 0.25 is frequently
used although a wide range of values between 0.1 and 1 has been
proposed in the literature in a quest for a universal value
(Richardson et al., 2013).
PBL heights in the models were mostly also derived using a bulk
Richardson approach, but there are subtle differences between the
methods. COSMO-ART, for example, uses the diagnosed 2-m temperature as reference and applies the no-slip condition (i.e., reference wind ¼ 0) identical to the way the radiosonde proﬁles of Rib
are computed (Seidel et al., 2012). However, COSMO-ART assigns

the PBL height to the ﬁrst model level at which Rib exceeds a value
of 0.22 in unstable and 0.33 in stable conditions without vertical
interpolation (Szintai et al., 2009). The Yonsei University PBL
scheme (YSU) (Hong et al., 2006) used in all WRF-Chem models
except US7 estimates PBL height based on a value of Rib,crit of 0.0 in
the case of unstable conditions. In stable conditions, a value of 0.25
is used over land and the minimum of 0.3 and 0.16 (10-7Ro)0.18
over ocean, where Ro is the surface Rossby number (Hong, 2010).
PBL height is a key variable in the NL2 model since the PBL height
diagnosed by the meteorology component (RACMO) is subsequently used to deﬁne the vertical grid in the chemistry-transport
component (LOTOS-EUROS). RACMO deﬁnes the PBL height
following the method of Troen and Mahrt (1986) which also uses a
Rib,crit of 0.25. The NMMB derives the top of the PBL from the proﬁle
of prognostic turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). The PBL top is
assumed to be located where a ﬂoor value of TKE < 0.01 m2 s2 is
reached. For the MelloreYamadaeNakanishieNiino (MYNN)
scheme (Nakanishi and Niino, 2004, 2006) the PBL height is diagnosed from the proﬁle of virtual potential temperature for neutral/
unstable conditions and from the proﬁle TKE under stable conditions. In the Met Ofﬁce Uniﬁed Model (UK4) the boundary layer
depth is calculated as the maximum of two parameters: zloc and zh.
The value zloc is the height at which Rib > 0.25 and zh is the top of
the surface-based mixed layer, found by adiabatic parcel ascent but
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Fig. 1. Map of (a) the three European and (b) three North American domains selected for the comparative analysis. The European domains are EU1: 11 We05 E/44 Ne59 N; EU2:
05 E20 E/46 Ne59 N; EU3: 10 We29 E/35 Ne46 N. The North American domains are NA1: 31 Ne42 N, 125 We112 W; NA2: 25 Ne37 N, 104 We90 W; NA3, 36.5 Ne48.5 N,
85 We69 W. The locations of SYNOP surface meteorology sites, IGRA radiosonde sites, and BSRN/SURFRAD radiation sites are indicated as symbols.

reset to the lifting condensation level in cumulus capped layers and
so this value will tend to be higher than the depth derived from the
observations under unstable conditions.
Over Europe, the radiosonde data set is based on comparatively
coarse resolution proﬁles (on average 16 levels below 500 hPa)
from the Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA) maintained
by NOAA (Durre and Yin, 2008), which limits the quality of the PBL
height estimates particularly for stable nocturnal boundary layers.
A comparison with high-resolution soundings indicates that for low
PBL heights <500 m this introduces a relative uncertainty of up to
80%, while for PBL heights >1000 m the uncertainty is usually less

than 20% (Seidel et al., 2012). A further important limitation is that
radiosondes are only launched twice a day at the synoptic hours 00
UTC and 12 UTC. Over Europe, this roughly corresponds to a
midnight and a noontime proﬁle. Over North America, the timing is
more problematic with respect to model evaluation since the
soundings are performed during the transition periods of the PBL
evolution in the morning and evening hours.
3.3. Precipitation
The European precipitation simulations have been evaluated
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against gridded daily accumulated precipitation provided by the EOBS data set (Haylock et al., 2008). E-OBS itself is based on observations from approximately 200 sites in Europe collected for the
European Climate Assessment (Klein Tank et al., 2002) and interpolated to a regular grid by Kriging as described in Haylock et al.
(2008). For North America, the precipitation simulations were
evaluated on a monthly basis, using PRISM (Parameter-elevation
Regressions on Independent Slopes Model), a robust, high resolution gridded data set developed by the PRISM Climate Group,
Oregon State University [http://prism.oregonstate.edu] (Di Luzio
et al., 2008). The PRISM data, which uses a 4 km grid, was aggregated up to the common 0.25 grid used by all modeling groups,
allowing direct comparisons.

in the domains EU1, EU2 and EU3 respectively, and below 500 m
a.s.l. Although the number of observations is limited, the quality of
the measurements is high and provides good insights in the
models' treatment of the radiative transfer. Unfortunately, the sites
are located rather close to each other (see Fig. 1a) and thus do not
well represent the spread of climatic conditions across Europe.
Over North America, observations from the NOAA surface radiation network (SURFRAD; www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/grad/surfrad/
index.html) at the sites Desert Rock (Nevada), Goodwin Creek
(Mississippi), and Penn State University (Pennsylvania), were
available in the three subdomains NA1, NA2 and NA3, respectively.
These sites provide a good representation of different climatic
conditions in North America.

3.4. Radiation

4. General weather situation in 2010

Over Europe, incoming short-wave radiation of the models was
compared with measurements from the Baseline Surface Radiation
Network (BSRN; www.bsrn.awi.de) which provides highly accurate
measurements though only at a few sites. For the comparison, only
three BSRN sites (Palaiseau, France; Payerne, Switzerland; Carpentras, France) were available fulﬁlling the criteria that the station
should be located in one of the three subdomains and should be
included in the list of receptor sites for which meteorological
output was generated by the models. The three stations are located

Since model performance is analyzed for a single year only in
this study, it is useful to put the year 2010 into perspective with the
long-term climatological mean weather. This helps to understand
to what extent the air pollutant concentrations in different periods
of the year corresponded to typical or rather untypical weather and
to explain certain phenomena observed in 2010. A similar analysis
has been performed by Vautard et al. (2012) for the year 2006. Fig. 2
shows the seasonal mean anomalies of temperature at 850 hPa and
geopotential at 500 hPa in the year 2010 with respect to the

Fig. 2. Seasonal anomalies of temperature at 850 hPa (ﬁlled contours) and geopotential at 500 hPa (line contours) in 2010 with respect to the 30-year climatology 1980e2009.
Purple lines show the EU and NA model domains. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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1980e2009 mean based on the ERA-Interim reanalysis of the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
The winter 2009e2010 was outstanding in many regions of the
northern hemisphere. It featured the largest negative index of the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) in a century, probably related to an
~ o and an easterly phase of the
unusual coincidence of a strong El Nin
stratospheric Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (Fereday et al., 2012).
Accordingly, the ﬁgure displays very strong anomalies in winter
with negative departures over the east coast of the United States
and north western Europe and a positive anomaly extending from
Greenland to Canada, a pattern consistent with the negative phase
of the NAO. The eastward displacement of the climatological Icelandic low favored the advection of Arctic air into Europe giving rise
to unusually cold and wet weather in most parts of the continent. It
caused extreme winter precipitation over the Iberian peninsula
(Vicente-Serrano et al., 2011) and a series of severe winter storms
(Daisy, Xynthia, Andrea) particularly affecting the UK, Spain, and
the western provinces of France. As a consequence of the frequent
passage of low pressure systems across Europe, no signiﬁcant
winter-smog episodes, which typically develop in stagnant high
pressure situations, were recorded in Europe during this winter.
Another remarkable feature of the year 2010 was the strong high
pressure anomaly and associated heat wave over Russia which
triggered the most severe wildﬁres on record to that time producing extreme levels of CO and PM10 concentrations in Moscow
and other regions (Konovalov et al., 2011). An analysis of the inﬂuence of aerosol direct and indirect effects on AQMEII-2 model
simulations during the Russian forest ﬁre episode is presented in
Kong et al. (2015). Over the western and southern parts of Europe,
2010 was a rather mild year in terms of forest ﬁres, except for
Portugal, where large forest areas were burned during the ﬁrst half
of August (JRC, 2011) consistent with the positive anomaly in
Fig. 2c. In terms of ozone concentrations over Europe, summer 2010
was comparable to the previous three years. The warmest period
lasted from 24 June to 22 July during which 85% of the exceedances
of the information threshold (a 1-h average ozone concentration of
180 mg/m3) in 2010 were reported (EEA, 2011).
Major episodes of Saharan dust outbreaks to Europe occurred in
the periods 17e18/2, 15e19/4, 13e15/5, 2e15/10, 25e28/11, 20e26/
12, supported by a pattern of low pressure anomalies over western
Europe in winter, spring and fall but not in summer.
Meteorological conditions were also unique across much of
North America, as the continent was inﬂuenced by the historically
strong NAO mentioned earlier, a persistent Bermuda High
impacting eastern sections of the domain and a rapid transition
~ o phase early in the year to a strong La Nin
~a
from a strong El Nin
later in the year. While conditions are summarized brieﬂy below,
further details of the meteorological impact on the NA domain can
be found in (Stoeckenius et al., 2015), who contrast conditions in
2006 (for Phase 1) to 2010 (Phase 2). Canada experienced its
warmest year on record (þ3.1  C). Although much of the anomaly
occurred in northern Canada, outside of the modeling domain, it
was prevalent throughout each season as winter (þ3.9  C), spring
(þ4.1  C), summer (þ1.3  C) and fall (þ2.4  C), each experienced
well above normal temperatures. These anomalies coincide well
with the seasonal anomalies of the 850 hPa temperature and
500 hPa Geopotential heights shown in Fig. 2. Despite the record
warm temperatures, annual precipitation was near normal across
much of the Country (2.0% above normal). Seasonally, spring (1%),
summer (þ5%) and fall (þ5%) were close to normal. Winter,
conversely was considerably drier than normal as precipitation was
22% below normal. Spatially, Saskatchewan and Manitoba were
considerably wetter than normal (þ20%), while British Columbia,
and parts of Ontario were drier than normal (20%).
The United States also experienced above normal temperatures

(þ0.5  C) for 2010, with the anomalies greatest over the Great Lake
and New England States. The only area of the contiguous U. S. not
experiencing warm conditions was in the southeast, where temperatures were below normal. Seasonally, the NAO resulted in
below normal temperatures across most of the U. S, during the
winter (0.3  C), the exception being several States along the Canadian border. Spring (þ0.7  C), summer (þ1.0  C) and fall (þ0.8  C)
were each above normal which is attributed to the strengthening La
~ a and a persistently westward extension of the Bermuda High.
Nin
Annual precipitation across the U. S. was slightly above normal
(4.5%), with winter (11.9%) and summer (þ10.7%) considerably
wetter and spring (0.0%) and summer (þ1.2%) near normal.
Spatially, the southeast and southern plains were the only areas to
experience below normal precipitation, with the remainder of the
Nation slightly or much above normal.
Despite the often anomalous meteorological conditions experienced by NA domain, air quality was fairly consistent with previous years. The most notable exceptions being an increase in
summer ozone concentrations across the eastern United States
associated with the westward extension of the Bermuda High
discussed above and several PM2.5 exceedances associated with
brief stagnation episodes in the San Joaquin Valley of California and
the upper midwest during the winter.
5. Quantitative model evaluation
Model output was generated in several different ways and
submitted to the ENSEMBLE web-based evaluation system
(Bianconi et al., 2004; Galmarini et al., 2012) hosted by the Joint
Research Centre where also all observation data required for the
comparative analysis were stored. Model output was generated as
hourly gridded ﬁelds on a common grid of 0.25  0.25 resolution
covering either Europe or North America, as hourly time series at
prescribed measurement station locations (receptor points), and as
vertical proﬁles above a few selected sites.
In this study we mostly rely on the receptor output generated at
a large number of meteorological surface measurement sites (see
Fig. 1) as well as model proﬁles interpolated to the location of
Frankfurt airport.
The models are primarily evaluated in terms of an operational
analysis. As deﬁned by Dennis et al. (2010) an operational analysis
aims at determining whether model estimates are in agreement
with the observations in an overall sense. The analysis concentrates
on the capability of the models to reproduce observed seasonal and
diurnal variations. To calculate diurnal averages, all data (models
and observations) were adjusted to local solar time at each receptor
point separately. In addition to presenting graphs of mean seasonal
and diurnal cycles, model performance is quantiﬁed in terms of the
following performance metrics computed from daily mean values:
Mean bias (MB), i.e. model mean e measured p
mean
value, centered
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(unbiased) root mean square error CRMSEð¼ RMSE2  MB2 Þ; and
Pearson linear correlation coefﬁcient r. Computing these performance metrics from daily mean rather than hourly values removes
the inﬂuence of diurnal variability and instead emphasizes the
capability of the models to reproduce day-to-day (and seasonal)
variations.
For both continents, the comparative analysis is performed for
three subdomains separately which were selected to cover a range
of different climatic conditions. The domains are outlined in Fig. 1.
Domain EU1 includes the British Isles and western France and is
identical to domain EU1 deﬁned in Vautard et al. (2012). It is
characterized by a mixed maritime e continental climate inﬂuenced by the North Atlantic. Domain EU2 extends somewhat
further to the north but less to the east compared to the domain
EU2 selected in Vautard et al. (2012). It represents a rather
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continental climate with a strong seasonal cycle. Domain EU3
covers southern Europe and is representative of a Mediterranean
climate. The Alps and Pyrenees are important barriers to the ﬂow
separating the climate of EU3 from those in EU1 and EU2. A
comparatively large domain was selected for EU3 to compensate for
the lower density of observations in this region.
The North American domains NA1-NA3 are identical to those
deﬁned in Vautard et al. (2012). Region NA1 covers the
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southwestern US to the west of the Rocky Mountain barrier. It is
characterized by high solar radiation and low relative humidity.
Domain NA2, the Texas area, has also high solar radiation but in
contrast to NA2 is characterized by a hot and humid climate. NA3
covers the northeastern US and parts of Canada and includes the
largest urban centers in eastern NA (New York, Philadelphia Toronto, Montreal). It is characterized by a continental climate with a
strong seasonal cycle.

Fig. 3. Seasonal cycle of monthly mean 2 m temperature biases in European domains EU1eEU3 and North American domains NA1-NA3.
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5.1. Temperature
Temperature is of prime importance for atmospheric chemistry
as it controls the rate of chemical reactions and also alters the gasparticle phase partitioning, thus altering the aerosol

concentrations. Furthermore, temperature affects biogenic VOC
and emissions. Fig. 3 shows the model biases in monthly mean 2-m
temperatures. In domain EU1 the WRF-based models all exhibit a
pronounced seasonal cycle in temperature bias with underpredictions in the spring and summer months (up to 1.5 K) and

Fig. 4. Mean diurnal cycle of 2 m temperature in European domains EU1eEU3. Measured values are shown in black. Temperature ranges are different for Europe and North
America. Vertical axis ranges have been optimized for each domain separately.
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smaller biases in fall and winter. In the ﬁnal two months of the year,
the WRF-Chem models develop a positive bias, in particular IT2.
DE3 and UK4 show the smallest overall biases. ES2a/b and CH1 have
persistent negative biases of up to 0.8 K NL2 shows a negative bias
from March to August but closely traces the observations in the
remaining months. In domain EU2 with its more continental
characteristics, the models again show mostly negative biases but
here they are the greatest in the early months of the year with
values between 0.5 K and 2 K in February and March. Domain
EU3 is more consistent with EU1 with the largest negative biases in
most models seen in the summer. Again, DE3 and UK4 have the
smallest overall biases while the WRF-based models underpredict
2-m temperatures by up to 1.5 K except for winter. CH1, ES2a/b and
UK5 have persistent negative biases between about 1 and 1.5 K. The
WRF-Chem models SI2 and SI1 with and without direct aerosol
effects, respectively, differ only marginally indicating that direct
aerosol effects have little impact on mean temperatures in this
model. Model IT2 is somewhat warmer than the other versions of
WRF-Chem in all three domains. With respect to meteorology, the
conﬁgurations of the WRF-Chem models AT1 and DE4 are identical
to those of SI1 and SI2 (Table 1), but AT1 and DE4 additionally
consider aerosol indirect effects. Including these effects slightly
reduces the negative temperature biases in summer in all three
domains (by less than 0.2 K), but these improvements are smaller
than the differences from other models.
For the NA domain, all models (except US6, at þ0.1 K) underpredict surface temperatures when examined over the full year.
Across the full domain, this underprediction ranges from 0.2 K for
ES1, 0.5 K for both CA2 simulations to 0.9 K for US6 and US7.
When examined monthly and among the three subdomains,
considerable variability is revealed in Fig. 3. For NA1, the underprediction reveals a seasonality similar to the results obtained for
Europe, with the most pronounced bias occurring during the
warmer months from April through August, with several models
(CA2, CA2f, US7 and US8) underpredicting temperatures by more
than 1.5 K US6 and ES1 also underpredict during this time period,
though not as badly. The underprediction is mitigated during the
cooler months, with several models actually overpredicting during
January. Biases associated with NA2 are more complex, with little
continuity among the models. US7 and US8 underpredict
throughout the year, while CA2 and CA2f underpredict during the
cooler months and overpredict during the warmer months.
Conversely ES1 and US6 oscillate monthly, with US6 exhibiting the
smallest bias. And ﬁnally, for NA3, the models cluster into two bias
regimes. US7, US8 and ES1 are consistently biased low (between 1
and 1.5 K), while US6 and CA2 and CA2f produce mixed results with
negative biases at the beginning of the year, especially February.
These three models then produce smaller, slightly positive biases
throughout the remainder of the year. The generally better performance of US6 as compared to the other models is likely a result
of the weak nudging of temperatures at upper levels above the PBL.
Fig. 4 shows the annual mean diurnal cycle of temperature in
the models and the observations. In the domain EU1 the models
generally underestimate the amplitude of the diurnal cycle. A large
group of models agree well with observations at night but begin to
diverge from the observations from about 06:00 and all models
have a negative temperature bias at noon. UK4 and NL2 have the
smallest noontime bias but UK4 has a positive bias while NL2 is
neutral at night. IT2 and DE3 have a similar positive bias to UK4 at
night but have larger negative biases at noon. UK5 has a more
consistent bias than the other models and generally reproduces the
amplitude of the diurnal cycle better, with zero or negative bias at
all hours. The picture is similar in domains EU2 and EU3 in that all
models except NL2 still have a negative noontime bias, but for this
domain the UK4 and IT2 models agree best overnight, with the
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amplitude of the diurnal cycle also most closely matched by UK4.
NL2 and UK5 have the largest diurnal cycle in EU3 and the two
COSMO models CH1 and DE3 the smallest. This underestimation of
the diurnal amplitude by CH1 and DE3 is also seen in the other
domains. The noontime biases are quite large in some models in
EU3 reaching values of about 2 K in the models ES2a/b and CH1.
The timing of the diurnal cycle agrees well between the models and
observations although time shifts of the order of 1 h are clearly
present, for example with respect to the timing of the early
morning temperature rise.
These issues in capturing the magnitude and timing of the
diurnal cycle of temperature are due to a combination of factors
including the representation of the boundary layer evolution (see
Sect. 5.3) or the calculation of radiation (e.g., the frequency of radiation updates). Several models such as CH1 and DE3 that underestimate radiation most likely due to excessive cloudiness
particularly during summer (see Sect. 5.5), also tend to underestimate the amplitude of the diurnal cycle and peak temperatures at
noontime. Comparing the results of the WRF-Chem models SI1, SI2,
AT1 and DE4 suggests that the inﬂuence of direct and indirect
radiative effects of aerosols on annual mean diurnal temperatures
is only minor over Europe. It would be useful to further investigate
both the causes and impacts of these errors on air quality and other
meteorological variables with some additional sensitivity studies.
For the NA domain, the diurnal temperature range appears to be
handled better by the models. The phase of the diurnal cycle and
differences in amplitude between the different domains are well
captured. However, all six models display a general negative or cold
bias, similar to the results over Europe. In fact, with only a few
exceptions, each of the models underpredict uniformly across most
hours of the day. The underprediction is worst for NA1, especially
during the early afternoon hours. The major exception to the uniform underprediction is seen with US6, which slightly overpredicts
temperatures in the early morning hours, most notably in NA1 and
NA2. The Canadian model CA2/CA2f shows the largest underprediction in NA1 but shows the highest temperatures of all models
in NA3 where it closely follows the observations. Differences between the simulations with (CA2f) and without (CA2) aerosol
feedbacks are small.
Table 3 gives statistics of daily mean temperatures versus observations for the EU1 and EU2 domains and Table 4 for EU3. Correlations are high at all sites but this is probably mainly driven by
the fact that the models correctly represent the seasonal cycle. The
mean biases are fairly small i.e. less than 1 K for almost all models in
all 3 domains but the centered root mean square error (CRMSE) is
larger, especially in EU2 and EU3 where the error is greater than 2 K
for all models (Table 5).
Fig. 5 shows proﬁles of mean bias, CRMSE, and correlation
calculated using data from 757 MOZAIC proﬁles at Frankfurt airport
for the EU domain, and from 120 proﬁles at Toronto airport for the
NA domain. The model data are interpolated onto the aircraft trajectories at heights of 0, 100, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000,
5000, 6000, 7500 and 8500 m above ground. Above the surface the
models have negative biases of around 2 K both at Frankfurt and
Toronto. These biases are rather consistent among models except
for CH1, which has lower biases above 6 km and CA2/CA2f which
has a large negative bias of up to 6 K at the upper levels. The
CRMSE are highly variable from level to level and are typically
around 2 K. The models DE3 and CA2/CA2f have the largest CRMSE
values. This may point to deﬁciencies in the global meteorological
data sets driving these models at the domain boundaries.
As for the surface observations, all models have high correlation
coefﬁcients (>0.93, generally > 0.96) at all model levels. The high
correlations are due to the strong seasonal cycle of temperature
which is well represented by all models.
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Table 3
Statistics of model performance for 2-m temperature (T2) and 10-m wind speed (WS10) for European domains EU1 and EU2. All statistics calculated from daily means.
Model
obs
AT1
CH1
DE3
DE4
ES1
ES2a
ES2b
ES3
IT1
IT2
NL2
SI1
SI2
UK4
UK5
obs
AT1
CH1
DE3
DE4
ES1
ES2a
ES2b
ES3
IT1
IT2
NL2
SI1
SI2
UK4
UK5

Mean

Stdev

T2 EU1 (K) (237stations)
282.4
6.7
281.9
6.0
281.8
6.7
282.4
6.7
281.9
6.0
282.0
6.1
282.0
6.4
282.1
6.5
281.9
6.0
281.9
5.9
282.3
5.9
282.2
6.6
281.9
5.9
281.9
5.9
282.5
6.4
281.7
6.2
T2 EU2 (K) (373stations)
280.4
8.8
279.7
8.6
279.6
9.0
280.1
9.1
279.6
8.6
279.5
8.9
280.0
9.0
280.0
9.0
279.6
8.6
279.7
8.6
280.0
8.6
279.8
9.4
279.6
8.6
279.7
8.6
280.3
8.9
279.4
9.0

r

MB

CRMSE

e
0.97
0.98
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.96
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.97

e
0.4
0.6
0.0
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.6

e
1.7
1.4
1.5
1.7
1.6
1.7
1.7
1.9
1.7
1.7
1.5
1.7
1.7
1.4
1.6

e
0.95
0.96
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95

e
0.7
0.8
0.3
0.8
0.9
0.3
0.4
0.8
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.7
0.1
1.0

e
2.8
2.6
2.8
2.8
2.9
2.8
2.9
2.9
2.8
2.8
3.0
2.8
2.8
2.7
2.8

In general it seems unlikely that the magnitude of temperature
errors seen here have a dominant impact on the chemistry or
aerosols when compared to the magnitude of other errors. The issues seen with the diurnal cycle of temperature in some models are
probably related to biases in cloudiness and hence in radiation (see
Sect. 5.5) as well as to issues in the representation of the boundary
layer structure and its development, which in turn affect the formation and evolution of air pollutants. The ability of models to
represent the advective and turbulent transport of pollutants near
the surface will have a much stronger direct impact on the concentrations of pollutants seen at the surface. An analysis of model
performance with respect to wind speed is presented next.
5.2. Wind
Wind speed and direction control the horizontal transport and
thereby the spatial distribution of pollutants. Wind speed is a
particularly important parameter as it inﬂuences the volume of air
into which emissions are diluted, determines the transport time
between sources and receptor locations, and also controls the
emission of sea salt and dust. In this evaluation we focus on wind
speeds at 10 m above surface (WS10) as well as on vertical proﬁles.
Wind direction is not evaluated. While the evaluation of wind directions at single stations (e.g. by comparing wind roses) is useful, a
statistical evaluation of wind directions is complicated by the fact
that wind direction errors typically become large at low wind
nez and Dudhia, 2013). Furthermore, an average wind
speeds (Jime
direction for a given subregion would provide little useful information and other statistics such as correlations or RMSE would not
be useful at all.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the seasonal and diurnal cycles of WS10,

Mean

Stdev

r

WS10 EU1 (m/s) (236 stations)
4.1
2.2
e
5.1
2.3
0.73
4.5
2.3
0.72
4.8
2.4
0.70
5.1
2.3
0.73
5.1
2.3
0.73
5.5
2.5
0.72
5.4
2.5
0.72
5.1
2.3
0.73
5.1
2.3
0.73
5.5
2.5
0.72
4.7
2.3
0.73
5.1
2.3
0.73
5.1
2.3
0.73
4.4
2.1
0.71
5.1
2.3
0.75
WS10 EU2 (m/s) (372 stations)
3.4
2.1
e
4.7
2.3
0.54
3.3
1.9
0.58
3.7
1.9
0.57
4.6
2.3
0.54
4.6
2.3
0.54
4.9
2.3
0.58
4.9
2.3
0.58
4.7
2.3
0.54
4.6
2.3
0.54
5.0
2.4
0.54
3.3
2.0
0.57
4.6
2.3
0.54
4.6
2.3
0.54
3.2
2.1
0.53
4.5
2.1
0.6

MB

CRMSE

e
1.0
0.5
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.4
1.4
1.0
1.0
1.4
0.6
1.0
1.0
0.4
1.1

e
1.7
1.7
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.6

1.3
0.1
0.3
1.3
1.3
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.3
1.7
0.1
1.3
1.3
0.1
1.1

e
2.1
1.9
1.9
2.1
2.1
2.0
2.0
2.1
2.1
2.2
1.9
2.1
2.1
2.0
1.8

e

respectively. In the European domain EU1, most models overestimate wind speed in all months. The seasonal cycle is well
reproduced however, with all models showing maxima in
November and March. This is consistent with the ﬁndings for the
models participating in AQMEII Phase 1 for domain 1 which
matches the domain used here. It seems likely that this overestimate of wind speeds will lead to emissions being too strongly
diluted and too rapidly transported from polluted centers to rural
areas in this region. In domains EU2 and EU3 a similar picture is
seen for all models except UK4, CH1, DE3 and NL2 which show
better agreement with the monthly mean wind speed and tend to
slightly underestimate WS10 in EU3. The WRF-Chem models, on
the other hand, form a rather compact cluster with IT2 showing
somewhat higher WS10 than the other versions.
A similar picture emerges for NA with a tendency of models to
overestimate WS10 but to closely trace the overall seasonal pattern.
However, the biases vary signiﬁcantly between the different evaluation subdomains and tend to be larger in domains NA1 and NA3
with lower average wind speeds than in domain NA2. WRF is
known to overpredict at low to moderate wind speeds in all PBL
schemes available in WRF (Mass and Ovens, 2011), due in part to
unresolved topography such as hills and valleys and other smaller
scale terrain features by the default surface drag parameterization
and in part to the use of coarse horizontal and vertical resolutions
(Cheng and Steenburgh, 2005). Similar large positive biases in
WS10 were found previously in WRF simulations for both winter
and summer over Europe (Zhang et al., 2013) and the U.S. (Penrod
et al., 2014; Yahya et al., 2014). Model US8, on the other hand,
closely follows the observations in domains NA1 and NA3 but is
biased low in region NA2. The good agreement of US8 in domains
NA1 and NA3 is due to the use of a simpliﬁed surface drag
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Table 4
Statistics of model performance for 2-m temperature (T2) and 10-m wind speed (WS10) for European domain EU3.
Model

Mean

Stdev

r

MB

CRMSE

T2 EU3 (K) (121stations)
obs
AT1
CH1
DE3
DE4
ES1
ES2a
ES2b
ES3
IT1
IT2
NL2
SI1
SI2
UK4
UK5

286.0
285.2
284.9
285.6
285.2
285.2
284.8
284.7
285.2
285.2
285.5
285.2
285.1
285.2
285.6
284.7

8.4
8.0
8.3
8.4
8.0
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.0
8.0
7.9
8.7
8.0
8.0
8.2
8.4

Mean

Stdev

r

MB

CRMSE

e
0.58
0.55
0.52
0.58
0.58
0.55
0.55
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.53
0.58
0.58
0.52
0.59

e

e
2.2
2.1
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.3
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.1

WS10 EU3 (m/s) (122 stations)
e
0.96
0.95
0.95
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.94
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.96
0.96
0.95
0.94

e
0.8
1.1
0.4
0.8
0.8
1.2
1.3
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.4
1.3

e
2.5
2.5
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.9
3.0
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.7
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.8

3.4
4.6
3.1
3.6
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.6
5.0
3.2
4.6
4.6
3.1
4.3

2.4
2.4
1.9
2.0
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.5
2.1
2.4
2.4
2.1
2.1

1.2
0.3
0.1
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.5
0.2
1.2
1.2
0.3
0.9

Table 5
Statistics of model performance for 2-m temperature (T2) and 10-m wind speed (WS10) for North American domains NA1-NA3.
Model
obs
US6
ES1
US7
US8
CA2
CA2f
obs
US6
ES1
US7
US8
CA2
CA2f
obs
US6
ES1
US7
US8
CA2
CA2f

Mean

Stdev

T2 NA1 (K) (121 stations)
288.4
5.9
288.0
5.4
287.9
5.8
287.3
5.7
287.1
5.4
286.7
5.7
286.8
5.6
T2 NA2 (K) (245 stations)
291.3
9.0
291.3
8.8
291.1
9.1
290.5
8.9
290.4
8.8
290.6
9.9
290.7
9.8
T2 NA3 (K) (362 stations)
283.9
10.1
283.8
10.1
283.0
9.9
282.5
10.0
282.6
9.7
283.8
10.5
283.9
10.3

r

MB

CRMSE

e
0.95
0.92
0.91
0.92
0.90
0.90

e
0.4
0.5
1.1
1.3
1.7
1.6

e
0.72
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.61
0.61

e
0.97
0.96
0.97
0.97
0.96
0.96

e
0.1
0.1
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.6

0.88
0.70
0.70
1.25
1.29
1.21

e
0.98
0.96
0.97
0.97
0.96
0.96

e
0.1
0.9
1.3
1.3
0.0
0.0

0.77
1.39
1.55
1.51
0.91
0.85

parameterization of Mass and Ovens (2011) in the boundary layer
physics scheme. This parameterization, however, affects the US8's
performance for high wind speeds, leading to the low bias in
domain NA2. The two versions of the GEM-MACH model CA2 and
CA2f without and with feedbacks, respectively, both overestimate
WS10 in domains NA2 and NA3 but not in NA1. Interestingly, model
biases are not changing coherently from one domain to the next.
The largest biases in NA1 and NA3, for example, are exhibited by
models US6, US7, and ES1, while the largest biases in domain NA2
are found for the model CA2/CA2f.
Since emissions and photochemistry are characterized by a
pronounced diurnal cycle, it is useful to examine wind speed as a
function of the time of day as presented in Fig. 7. The ﬁgure shows
that for domain EU1 the wind speed is consistently overpredicted
by all models at all times of day. The models CH1, DE3, NL2 and UK4
have the smallest overpredictions but they also have a smaller
amplitude of the diurnal cycle so while they agree well with the
observations around noon they still overestimate at night. The
same models having the lowest biases in EU1 are also more closely

Mean

Stdev

r

WS10 NA1 (m/s) (121 stations)
2.89
0.91
3.59
1.08
0.57
3.80
1.30
0.46
4.12
1.13
0.48
3.14
0.80
0.46
2.89
0.86
0.44
2.93
0.86
0.44
WS10 NA2 (m/s) (245 stations)
3.48
1.1
e
4.01
1.01
0.74
3.70
1.12
0.60
3.91
1.07
0.69
2.79
0.79
0.66
4.24
1.16
0.66
4.26
1.17
0.65
WS10m NA3 (m/s) (362 stations)
3.08
1.01
e
4.00
1.18
0.67
3.86
1.17
0.52
4.07
1.18
0.62
3.10
0.93
0.58
3.72
0.94
0.50
3.76
0.95
0.50

MB

CRMSE

e
1.22
0.90
1.22
0.24
0.03
0.06

e
0.73
0.93
0.72
0.53
0.46
0.48

0.53
0.22
0.43
0.69
0.76
0.78

e
0.28
0.64
0.40
0.44
0.40
0.39

e

e
0.92
0.77
0.99
0.01
0.64
0.67

e
0.21
0.70
0.39
0.26
0.36
0.36

following the observations in domains EU2 and EU3. NL2, UK4 and
CH1 even slightly underpredict WS10 in EU3, while all other
models are biased high as in the other domains.
The shape of the diurnal cycles is well captured by most of the
models. In all subdomains, the observations show a peak around 14
LT and the models also have a peak between 12 LT and 14 LT. The
diurnal cycle is poorly represented by IT2 in all three domains and
has a substantially reduced amplitude of the diurnal cycle
compared to both the observations and the other models. The IT2
run is based on a pre-release of WRF 3.4 with an older implementation of the YSU scheme not including some bug ﬁxes introduced in version 3.4.1 [http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/
wrfv3.4/updates-3.4.1.html]. This version has obvious deﬁciencies
regarding the representation of the diurnal cycle of WS10.
Tables 3 and 4 show the performance statistics for daily mean
WS10 for Europe. The correlation coefﬁcients are 0.69e0.75 in
domain EU1 and 0.53e0.64 in the other two domains. The weaker
correlations in domains EU2 and EU3 are possibly related to the
large number of mountainous areas in EU2 and the fact that a large

Fig. 5. Vertical proﬁles of mean bias, CRMSE and correlation for temperature calculated using data from 757 MOZAIC proﬁles at Frankfurt airport (left) and 120 proﬁles at Toronto
airport (right).
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Fig. 6. Season cycle of monthly mean 10 m wind speed (WS10) in European domains EU1eEU3 (left column) and North American domains NA1-NA3 (right column). Measured
values are shown in black.

number of sites in EU3 are coastal which are likely to be impacted
by sea breeze effects which the models are unable to resolve at the
resolutions used in this experiment. In all three domains the
models reproduce the wind speed variability well, with the models
generally close to the observed variability.
Over NA, the two WRF-Chem models US7 and US8 show a
distinctly different behavior not only with respect to mean biases
but also with respect to the amplitude and shape of the diurnal

proﬁle. While US7 is overestimating WS10 similar to the WRFChem models over Europe, US8 tends to underpredict the amplitude of diurnal variations and to be biased low due to the surface
drag parameterization of Mass and Ovens (2011). Turning off this
parameterization for high winds from mid-morning to late afternoon will help reduce the underpredictions in US8. US7 was the
only WRF-Chem model using the more complex MYNN planetary
boundary layer scheme, all others were using YSU. Unfortunately,
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Fig. 7. Mean diurnal cycle of 10 m wind speed in European domains EU1eEU3 (left column) and North American domains NA1-NA3 (right column). Measured values are shown in
black.

the effect of using MYNN versus YSU on surface wind speeds cannot
be isolated due to additional differences between US7 and US8
regarding the representation of surface drag.
Fig. 8 presents proﬁles of mean bias, CRMSE and correlation

against the MOZAIC data at Frankfurt airport for the EU domain and
at Toronto airport for the NA domain, respectively. Consistent with
the tendency of the models to overpredict near surface wind
speeds, the models show signiﬁcant positive biases at low
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Fig. 8. Vertical proﬁles of mean bias, CRMSE and correlation for wind speed calculated using data from 757 MOZAIC proﬁles at Frankfurt airport (left) and 120 proﬁles at Toronto
airport (right).
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elevations up to 2000 m above which the mean biases remain
rather constant at small values between about 0 and 2 m s1 . ES1
shows a negative bias above 2000 m at Toronto but not at Frankfurt.
In contrast to the proﬁles of bias, CRMSE values remain relatively
low (<4 m s1) up to 4000 m above which all models show an
increase in CRMSE due to the general increase in wind speeds (not
shown). At Frankfurt, the lowest errors are found in the WRF-CMAQ
model UK5 which also shows the highest correlations. This is likely
an effect of the different simulation strategy with 1-day instead of

2-day simulation batches which allows UK5 to stay closer to the
observations. A similar argument applies to the model US6 at Toronto, which performs best in terms of CRMSE and correlations most
likely due to the weak nudging at upper levels. Similar to the
proﬁles of temperature presented in Fig. 5, the models DE3 at
Frankfurt and CA2/CA2f at Toronto exhibit lower performance as
compared to the other models in particular in the upper troposphere. Over NA, ES1 is performing poorly in terms of CRMSE and
correlation pointing to a problem with the meteorology driving this

Fig. 9. Seasonal cycle of monthly mean nighttime (00 UTC) PBL heights in domains EU1eEU3 (left column) and early morning (12 UTC) PBL heights in NA1-N3 (right). Measurements are in black. The number of radiosonde sites available per domain is indicated in the top right corner of each panel.
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model at the domain boundaries over NA.
In contrast to bias and CRMSE, correlations increase from low
values at the surface to remain fairly constant at 0.8 to 0.9 above
100 m. The correlations near the surface are much weaker than
seen for the receptors, probably related to a reduced accuracy of the
aircraft wind measurements during take-off and landing manoeuvers (Benjamin et al., 1999). The large biases below 1000 m seen
for all models both at Frankfurt and Toronto airport are likely a
result of errors in the aircraft measurements as well.
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The reasons for these differences and impacts on forecast skill
for air pollutants (especially under low wind speed conditions)
deserve further attention in the future. Some of the differences may
be in the way 10-m wind speeds are diagnosed from model level
variables and this would have little or no impact on transport but
might have an impact on the primary emissions if the models use
the diagnosed WS10 to drive emissions parameterizations. Modelers also need to be cautious of tuning their dust and sea salt
emissions using observed atmospheric concentrations given the

Fig. 10. Seasonal cycle of monthly mean afternoon (12 UTC) PBL heights in domains EU1eEU3 (left column) and evening (00 UTC) PBL heights in NA1-N3 (right). Measurements are
in black. The number of radiosonde sites available per domain is indicated in the top right corner of each panel.
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large biases in the modeled wind speeds.
5.3. Planetary boundary layer heights
Vertical mixing by atmospheric turbulence controls the dilution
of air pollutants released at the surface into the vertical column and
thereby critically determines near-surface concentrations. A useful
diagnostic for the vertical mixing is the height of the planetary
boundary layer (PBL) (or mixing height), which can be determined
by a variety of methods mostly relying on vertical proﬁles of
meteorological or chemical parameters measured in situ or by
remote sensing (Seibert et al., 2000). Mainly driven by variations in
solar radiation heating the Earth's surface and subsequently the
atmospheric layers above, the PBL shows a pronounced evolution
over the course of the day as well as over the year.
Figs. 9 and 10 present the seasonal evolution of monthly mean
PBL heights separately for 00 UTC and 12 UTC due to the availability
of radiosonde measurements at these synoptic times (see Sect. 3).
For Europe this roughly corresponds to a midnight and a noon
sounding. For North America this corresponds to a morning and an
evening sounding.
Over Europe the dominant features are generally well reproduced by the models including (i) larger contrasts between day and
night over the continental domain EU2 compared to domains EU1
and EU3 with maritime inﬂuence, (ii) much larger amplitudes of
the seasonal cycle of the afternoon PBL heights over EU2 than over
EU1 and EU3, (iii) opposing seasonal cycles between night and day
with lower nighttime but higher daytime PBL heights in summer,
and (iv) highest PBL heights over EU2 and lowest over EU1. The
most striking difference between observations and models is the
general overestimation of the nighttime PBL heights by all models
except for UK5, which accurately tracks the seasonal evolution
particularly in domains EU2 and EU3.
For daytime the models exhibit a much more variable performance over the different domains. The WRF-Chem models, for
example, closely match the observed PBL heights over EU1 but are
20%e30% too low over the other domains. Over the continental
domain EU2 the models UK4, ES2a, DE3 and CH1 have the smallest
biases. NL2 somewhat overpredicts PBL heights in this domain.
Much less consistent behavior is found for the two domains EU1
and EU3 with maritime inﬂuence. While most models overestimate
PBL heights in EU1, they are all too low in EU3. A closer inspection
revealed that the problem is related to the fact that in both domains
the majority of radiosonde sites are located near the coast. The
models are too coarse to represent the strong contrast between PBL
heights over land and sea induced by the land-sea breeze circulation (McKendry, 1989). 14 out of 22 sites in domain EU3 are near the
coast, and when limiting the analysis to these sites the discrepancy
between models and observations becomes even larger: The
measurements show a strong seasonal cycle with PBL heights in
summer (~1600 m) about double as high as in winter (~800 m)
while the models show almost no seasonal variation and a strong
underestimation in summer. For these mixed land-sea grid cells the
models appear to simulate a PBL that is more representative of a
maritime environment than of the convective PBL over land
encountered by the radiosondes. Also in EU1 the majority of sites
are located near the coast, but here the effect appears to be almost
opposite to EU3. A possible explanation may be that the land-sea
breeze systems are likely stronger in the Mediterranean domain
EU3 than along the Atlantic coasts in EU1. Limiting the analysis to
sites further inland would leave only few sites for the analysis,
especially in domain EU1. In domain EU3 there are 8 sites
remaining at which the models tend to overestimate the summertime PBL heights, in strong contrast to the 14 coastal sites.
This analysis indicates that the results for domains EU1 and EU3

are severely impeded by the comparatively low horizontal resolution of the simulations and the problematic placement of many
radiosonde sites near coastlines. It further suggests that much
higher resolution models are needed to simulate air quality in
coastal areas (Chemel and Sokhi, 2012) and that model evaluations
with air pollution monitors in these areas are problematic. Due to
the underestimation of daytime PBL heights in EU3, the models will
tend to overestimate the concentrations of primary pollutants near
the coast.
Table 6 presents the performance statistics with respect to daily
00 UTC (night) and 12 UTC (midday) soundings in the continental
domain EU2 which contains the largest number of radiosonde sites
suitable for the evaluation. Overall, the models successfully reproduce the seasonal and day-to-day variability in PBL heights at the
individual sites during daytime as indicated by correlation coefﬁcients between 0.4 and 0.5. Much lower correlations between
0.2 and 0.3 are found for nighttime and CRMSE are as large as the
mean values. This rather poor performance is most likely not only
due to model errors but also due to the low vertical resolution of
the radiosonde data over Europe. In addition, there are signiﬁcant
biases in nighttime PBL heights mostly in the range of 100e300 m
(50e150% in relative terms). Unfortunately, the study of Seidel et al.
(2012) does not reveal whether the low resolution is not only
producing enhanced scatter but also a bias in shallow PBL heights.
The models ES2a and ES2b only differ in vertical resolution. The
overestimation of the nighttime PBL height is much more severe in
ES2a which has only half the number of vertical levels as compared
to ES2b. A low vertical resolution in the model simulation thus
seems to produce higher rather than lower PBL heights, indicating
that the found overestimation by the models can not only be
ascribed to the low resolution of the radiosonde data.
Over North America the picture is less coherent than over
Europe most probably due to the more problematic timing of the
soundings during transition periods of PBL evolution in the
morning and evening hours. Furthermore, the two models CA2 and
CA2f show a distinctly different behavior than the other models
overestimating PBL heights signiﬁcantly at the selected times of the
day. The NA domains are less affected by the problem of sites being
located along coastlines but they suffer from relatively poor statistics, particularly in domain NA1 where only two sites are available. All models are overestimating both the morning and evening
PBL heights in domain NA2 during summer, but most models show
a reasonably good performance in other domains and other times
of the year.
Performance metrics for daily PBL heights at 12 UTC and 00 UTC
are shown in Table 7 for domain NA3. This domain has the largest
number of radiosonde sites and with its continental climate is most
similar to EU2 for which statistics are presented in Table 6. Despite
the large bias, model CA2/CA2f shows similar performance in terms
of correlation as the other models suggesting that day-to-day
variability is well captured. Correlations for both the morning and
evening PBL heights over NA3 are mostly higher than the correlations over the European domain EU2 at night but lower than the
correlations over EU2 during the day. Interestingly, the models fall
into two groups with respect to their behavior for evening PBL
heights: While CA2/CA2f and US7 have a positive bias and rather
high correlation coefﬁcients (0.36e0.43), the models ES1, US6 and
US8 have negative biases and very low correlations between 0.13
and 0.17. The latter models appear to predict a too early collapse of
the daytime PBL in the evening over NA3. Similar to the situation
over EU at night, the early morning PBL heights are signiﬁcantly
overpredicted by all models. Although US6 is the same model with
the same PBL scheme (ACM2) as UK5, US6 does not perform better
than other models as UK5 did over Europe. This different behavior
may be due to the different land surface schemes (Pleim-Xiu in US6
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Table 6
Statistics of model performance for PBL height at the sites in domain EU2 for 12 UTC (daytime) and 00 UTC (nighttime).
Model

Mean

Stdev

r

MB

CRMSE

PBL height EU2 (m), 12 UTC (17 stations)
obs
AT1
CH1
DE3
DE4
ES1
ES2a
ES2b
ES3
IT1
IT2
NL2
SI1
SI2
UK4
UK5

1020.6
746.5
1014.1
1056.7
741.9
779.3
985.0
785.8
744.9
751.9
755.7
1210.8
743.8
751.6
964.8
839.5

636.0
461.8
573.2
594.4
461.5
462.6
480.1
425.8
457.8
467.1
455.1
615.6
462.1
466.2
504.2
516.3

e
0.46
0.48
0.50
0.46
0.49
0.42
0.47
0.47
0.45
0.45
0.51
0.45
0.45
0.38
0.52

Mean

Stdev

r

MB

CRMSE

e
130.7
212.7
239.1
130.2
123.7
300.5
106.7
120.3
120.6
199.1
105.3
120.7
121.1
354.0
4.9

e
365.6
416.2
401.8
364.7
362.6
401.8
334.9
362.5
362.4
389.0
372.8
361.9
361.9
483.8
318.8

PBL height EU2 (m), 00 UTC (17 stations)
e
274.1
6.5
36.2
278.6
241.3
35.6
234.8
275.6
268.6
264.9
190.2
276.8
267.0
55.8
181.1

e
588.5
619.9
617.9
588.2
575.0
614.6
577.4
583.6
595.8
592.9
620.3
593.9
594.7
643.3
571.5

209.8
340.5
422.4
448.9
340.0
333.4
510.3
316.4
330.1
330.4
408.9
315.1
330.5
330.8
563.8
214.7

300.0
302.1
376.4
361.0
302.0
296.7
353.7
244.3
297.9
299.1
338.9
305.8
298.7
298.7
446.9
204.1

e
0.26
0.26
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.26
0.26
0.27
0.26
0.24
0.27
0.27
0.21
0.24

Table 7
Statistics of model performance for PBL height at the sites in domain NA3 at 12 UTC (morning) and 00 UTC (evening).
Model

Mean

obs
CA2
CA2f
ES1
US6
US7
US8

244.2
950.0
987.3
290.1
318.9
323.0
286.1

Stdev

r

MB

CRMSE

e
705.7
743.0
45.8
74.7
78.8
41.9

e
376.9
364.9
182.3
191.8
152.5
185.1

PBL height NA3 (m), 12 UTC (7 stations)
131.0
386.4
372.8
177.1
195.3
134.4
191.7

e
0.24
0.23
0.33
0.36
0.34
0.39

Mean

Stdev

r

MB

CRMSE

e

e
296.8
290.6
260.5
264.2
206.9
273.3

PBL height NA3 (m), 00 UTC (7 stations)

versus Noah in UK5; see Table 2) and different simulation strategies
(weak nudging above PBL in US6 versus 1-day simulation batches
in UK5) employed in the two models.
Fig. 11 presents the diurnal cycle of PBL heights in summer. Note
that although measurements were taken only at 00 UTC and 12
UTC, the conversion to local time may produce measurements at
several different hours each being represented by a different set of
sites. Over Europe, the general pattern of highest amplitudes in
domain EU2 and lowest in EU1 is followed by all models. There are
signiﬁcant time shifts in the diurnal evolution, e.g. UK5 simulating
an earlier collapse in the evening as compared to other models. UK4
has a higher nighttime PBL not only compared to the measurements but also compared to the other models and exhibits a
comparatively slow decrease in the evening. NL2 has a particularly
broad daytime peak and tends to develop the highest PBL heights of
all models. Most models, in particular the WRF-Chem models underestimate the height of the afternoon PBL. The two COSMO-based
models perform well with respect to the afternoon PBL but are too
high at night.
Over North America the models CA2 and CA2f show again a
different behavior than the other models with a much broader
daytime peak. The signiﬁcant overestimation of both the morning
and evening PBL heights indicates that the diurnal proﬁle is indeed
too broad in CA2/CA2f. The two WRF-Chem models US7 and US8
show a similar behavior in the morning but US7 exhibits a much
later collapse of the convective PBL in the evening by more than 1 h.
US6 has the highest daytime PBL over domain NA1, which is also
much higher than the observations in the evening.
An evaluation of PBL heights and of its diurnal evolution is
crucial due to the fundamental importance of vertical mixing for
the dilution of air pollutants emitted at the surface. However, this
evaluation is severely impeded both by the low vertical resolution

510.5
1016.4
1046.0
373.0
366.1
548.6
423.2

201.2
308.2
295.0
194.2
209.3
185.2
213.8

e
0.38
0.36
0.13
0.17
0.43
0.13

505.9
535.5
137.5
144.4
38.1
87.3

of the radiosonde proﬁles (particularly critical at night) as well as
by the fact that PBL heights are diagnosed in different ways by the
individual models. We therefore recommend that in future model
evaluations PBL heights should be diagnosed from vertical proﬁles
of wind and temperature applying the same approach to all models
rather than relying on PBL heights reported by the models individually. This would also allow applying the same method to the
models as to the observed proﬁles. Furthermore, in addition to
evaluating PBL heights which are only an indirect measure of vertical mixing it would be useful to include an idealized, Radon-like
tracer with a ﬁxed emission rate at the surface and a prescribed
atmospheric lifetime as has been done in other model evaluation
studies (Brunner et al., 2005).
5.4. Precipitation
Wash-out of water soluble species by precipitation is an
important sink of pollutants from the atmosphere. Pollutants are
scavenged in-cloud by cloud droplets growing to sizes large enough
to form precipitation, or below-cloud by precipitation falling
through layers of air below the cloud. We use here the set of
available precipitation observations from the E-OBS database
described in Sect. 3 to evaluate European domain results. Fig. 12
shows the accumulated monthly precipitation [cm] averaged over
all the stations located in the EU1, EU2 and EU3 domains where EOBS measurements are available. The monthly variability of the
accumulated precipitation is very well captured by the models in
the three domains. In the EU1 domain, all the models reproduce the
peak precipitation in August and the minimum in April. The variability among models is around 4 cm for most of the months but
increases to 9 cm in August when the ES3 model reports an accumulated precipitation of 18 cm and CH1 of 9 cm. In general, the ES3
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Fig. 11. Annual mean diurnal cycle of PBL heights in summer (JuneeAugust) in European domains EU1eEU3 (left column) and North American domains NA1-NA3 (right). Measurements are shown in black. The number of sites available per subdomain is indicated in the top right corner of each panel.

model is producing the largest amounts of precipitation for the
whole year while ES2a/b, CH1 and UK4 are among the models with
the lowest accumulated precipitation. The WRF-Chem models
show a very similar evolution but ES3 simulates higher precipitation than all other versions. In the EU2 domain, all the models very

closely trace the observed accumulated monthly precipitation over
the year but generally with a small underestimation. The month of
August as well as the winter months show the largest variability
among models. The monthly evolution of accumulated precipitation is distinctly different in the Mediterranean domain EU3
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Fig. 12. Mean seasonal cycle of monthly accumulated precipitation in European domains EU1eEU3 (left column) and North American domains NA1-NA3 (right column). Measured
values are shown in black.

compared to the other two domains. In EU3, the month with the
lowest accumulated precipitation is July with less than 3 cm. Again,
all the models closely follow the trend of the measurements, but
most of the models slightly overestimate precipitation, especially
UK4 during winter. The spread between models remains within a
range of 2e3 cm most of the time. The largest differences are found
in January, February, November and December.
As with the European domains, monthly precipitation is mostly

well simulated by the six models across the three North American
domains, as seen in Fig. 12. The variability among models is by far
the smallest in the arid NA1 domain. The extremely dry months of
June through September (precipitation < 1 cm) are well reproduced
by the models. The rapid increase in observed precipitation during
fall and winter is captured by each model, though CA2 and CA2f
tend to underpredict the increase. As spring arrives, each model
simulates the general decrease in precipitation nicely, even
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capturing the momentary increase that occurs in April. The performance among the models is much more variable and somewhat
poorer in the climatologically wetter NA2 and NA3 subdomains. For
NA2, the three US models generally capture the seasonal evolution,
indeed even the rapid monthly variability from the wettest month
(July) to the driest (October). The ES1 model generally underpredicts, with a few monthly exceptions, while CA2 and CA2f
greatly underpredicts except for October and December. The same
general model trends are seen in NA3, with the ES1 and each of the
US models performing well (with one exception) throughout the
year. That exception occurs in October when each of these models
miss the transient maximum that occurs in October. In fact, ES1
simulates a local minimum. As with the NA2 domain, CA2 and CA2f
both greatly underpredict the magnitude of precipitation, though
they do capture the monthly variability better than in NA2.
In summary, there is generally a large consistency among the
models and a good agreement with observations. Differences in
removal of soluble species between the models is therefore unlikely
to be dominated by total precipitation rates but rather by the details of the wet scavenging schemes which may vary considerably
between models (Knote and Brunner, 2013). Model CA2/CA2f
strongly underestimates precipitation in domains NA2 and NA3.
The version with aerosol feedbacks (CA2f) performs signiﬁcantly
better but the improvement is not sufﬁcient to remove the overall
low bias of this model. Interestingly, model CA2/CA2f accurately
simulates the incoming shortwave radiation (see Sect. 5.5) suggesting that the underprediction of precipitation cannot simply be
explained by a bias in cloudiness. The clouds simulated by this
model appear to produce too little precipitation but accounting for
aerosol direct and indirect effects somewhat improves this
deﬁciency.
Precipitation rates depend on many factors including the inﬂuence of lateral boundary conditions (Warner et al., 1997), soil
moisture initialization (Moufouma-Okia and Rowell, 2010; Van
Weverberg et al., 2010), the treatment of the land surface and soil
hydrology (Froidevaux et al., 2013), or the treatment of cloud
microphysics (Van Weverberg et al., 2010). The inﬂuence of lateral
boundary conditions is expected to be largest in regions close to the
domain boundaries such as domain EU1. Over Europe, the models
indeed show largest scatter in EU1 and the signiﬁcant differences
between the two COSMO models CH1 and DE3 may be due to the
fact that they are forced by different global models. The large
model-to-model differences over the North American domains NA2
and NA3, on the other hand, are unlikely related to the lateral
boundary conditions as these would be expected to inﬂuence
domain NA1 the strongest. Other factors such as the treatment of
the land surface or of cloud microphysics must be dominating here.
5.5. Radiation
Solar radiation is the main energy source that drives all atmospheric processes. It also plays a key role in atmospheric chemistry
by its ability to photodissociate a range of chemical species. The
amount of incoming shortwave radiation reaching the surface
(SWGD, also referred to as global radiation) provides information
on the scattering and absorption of radiation by clouds, aerosols
and gases in the atmosphere. Most of the models participating in
the AQMEII phase 2 exercise accounted for the direct effect of
aerosols on radiation and some also for the radiative effects of
online simulated ozone. SWGD is thus directly linked to the
chemistry in these models although differences between models
will likely be dominated by the effects of clouds.
Fig. 13 shows the mean seasonal cycle of SWGD at three representative European stations of the BSRN solar radiation network
and three stations of the North American SURFRAD network.

The seasonal cycle of SWGD is well reproduced by most of the
European models at the station Palaiseau (EU1 domain). Models
ES2a and ES2b show a systematic overestimation likely attributed
to the lack of radiative effects of anthropogenic aerosols considered
in that model. On the other side, the two COSMO models CH1 and
DE3 signiﬁcantly underestimate SWGD in the months of July and
August but not in the other months. Most models show some
overestimation during winter. At the station Payerne (EU2 domain)
three groups of models can be identiﬁed, those that overpredict all
year round (ES2ab, ES1, UK5), a cluster of models that nicely
reproduce the observations (AT1, IT1, DE4, SI1, IT2) and a last group
underestimating SWGD particularly during summer (UK4, DE3,
CH1). Deviations from the monthly mean observations can be as
large as 10e30%. Similar to domain EU1, the NL2 model overpredicts SWGD in the ﬁrst half of the year but more closely traces
the observations in the remaining months. A notable feature in
domain EU2 is the systematic overestimation of SWGD in January
and February by all models. At the Carpentras station (EU3 domain)
with its Mediterranean climate with a dry summer season, most of
the models tend to signiﬁcantly overestimate the monthly accumulated radiation. The UK4 model closely follows the observations
during the whole year, while the two COSMO models CH1 and DE3
are somewhat too low. The largest overestimation by a large group
of models including all WRF versions, ES2a/b and NL2, is detected
from May to July. The fact that the results of the models SI1 and SI2
with and without considering direct radiative effects differ by no
more than 3e4% suggests that the model deﬁciency is rather due
too low cloud cover than to too low aerosol. Also the differences
between model IT1 with no aerosol effects and the models AT1, IT2
and DE4 with both direct and indirect effects are much smaller than
the deviations from the observed values. Uncertainties in cloud
development due to a variety of factors including PBL and convection parameterizations or the treatment of land surface and soil
hydrology, thus appear to play a more important role than the effects of aerosols on radiation through direct and indirect
interactions.
The seasonal cycles of SWGD are also well simulated by the
models at the three NA sites. The SURFRAD site representing NA1,
Desert Rock, NV is a high elevation, extremely arid location dominated by continental air masses, resulting in generally clear skies
throughout most of the year. This lack of cloud cover lends itself to
excellent model performance as seen in Fig. 13, where each model
replicates the smooth annual cycle well. The largest discrepancy is
found during the period of May through July, where several models
(US6, US7 and ES1) slightly overpredict SWGD. NA2 is represented
by the SURFRAD site located in Goodwin Creek, MS, which is
dominated by maritime tropical air masses originating over the
Gulf of Mexico, hence cloud cover is prevalent throughout most of
the year. Stratiform clouds, which meteorological models historically simulate well, dominate during the cooler months in this region. This generalization is well supported in this analysis, as each
model captures the monthly SWGD quite well from the months of
October through March. Convective clouds, conversely, are much
more difﬁcult to simulate, as subgrid scale processes dominate
their development. Accordingly, model performance is somewhat
more variable and slightly degraded during the warmer months at
Goodwin Creek. The models performing the worst during this time
period include ES1 and US6, which generally overpredict SWGD,
especially during June, July and August. This likely indicates an
underprediction of convective clouds by these models and the
associated attenuation of radiation. The third domain, NA3, is
represented by an SURFRAD station located at Penn State University
in PA. This site, while moist like Goodwin Creek, experiences a
dominance of stratiform clouds throughout most of the year.
Accordingly model performance is generally good, though slightly
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Fig. 13. Mean seasonal cycle of monthly accumulated incoming shortwave radiation (global radiation) at the surface at representative BSRN stations in each domain (Palaiseau,
France (EU1); Payerne, Switzerland (EU2); Carpentras, France; (EU3); Desert Rock, NV (NA1); Goodwin Creek, MS (NA2); Penn State, PA (NA3)). Measured values in black.

high. The worst performing models include US6, US7 and ES1,
especially during the months of April, May and June. The two WRFChem models ES1 and US7 consistently overpredict SWGD in NA3
throughout the year, while the third WRF-Chem model, US8,
closely follows the observations. The reasons why US8 performs
better than ES1 and US7 remain unclear, in particular since US8 and
ES1 have very similar conﬁgurations while US7 uses a different PBL
scheme (see Table 1). Further investigations will be needed to

elucidate these results.
The models' ability to simulate the annual mean diurnal cycle
was also examined as shown in Fig. 14. At the European sites there
is an obvious1 hour time-shift between the models and the observations suggesting a difference in the way the hourly values
were computed or reported. While most models report instantaneous values at the end of the hour, some models (CH1, NL2) report
true hourly mean values (mean over the hour before) computed
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Fig. 14. Annual mean daily cycle of incoming shortwave radiation (global radiation) at the surface at three BSRN stations (Palaiseau, France (EU1); Payerne Switzerland (EU2);
Carpentras, France (EU3); Desert Rock, NV (NA1); Goodwin Creek, MS (NA2); Penn State, PA (NA3)) located in EU1, EU2 and EU3 domain. Measured values in black.

from accumulated radiation output, which introduces a 30 min
time-shift between model results.
At Palaiseau (EU1 domain) there is a group of models that nicely
reproduce the solar radiation hourly cycle (apart from the 1-h shift)
with a maximum peak value of about 400 W m2 (AT1, DE4, IT1,

SI1/2, NL2). Models ES2ab present the largest overestimation
consistent with Fig. 13. At the Payerne station (EU2 domain) the
models show a similar behavior with a group of models providing a
good estimate of the SWGD daily evolution (AT1, DE4, IT1, SI1/2).
DE3, UK4, CH1 are underestimating the peak value by 40 W m2
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while NL2 and UK5 are slightly overpredicting by 20e30 W m2.
ES2a/b are again signiﬁcantly too high. The WRF-Chem model ES1
has a consistently higher diurnal peak value than the other WRFChem models and is signiﬁcantly overpredicting SWGD in domains NA2 and NA3, similar to ES2a/b. Finally, at the Carpentras
station (EU3 domain) most of the models underestimate the
maximum peak value around 600 W m2. The models UK4 and CH1
are the models being able to ﬁt better the observations, while DE3
shows a signiﬁcant underestimation during summertime. Overall,
differences between the models seems to be more relevant
regarding cloud development than on aerosol radiation
interactions.
Over NA the model's performance is generally good at each of
the climatologically disparate SURFRAD locations. There is a slight
tendency for each of the models to overpredict the observations,
though at different times of the day. Most models (except CA2 and
CA2f) overpredict SWGD, especially around local noon and
extending into the early afternoon. This may be tied to the issues
associated with convective cloud formation mentioned earlier,
which peaks during this time frame. Model performance during the
morning hours, from sunrise to roughly 10 LT is excellent, with only
CA2 and CA2f slightly high for NA1 and NA2 and CA2f slightly high
for NA3.
6. Summary and conclusions
This study was devoted to a collective operational evaluation of
the meteorology simulated by the coupled chemistry and meteorology models applied in phase 2 of the AQMEII project. As opposed
to phase 1 where only ofﬂine models were considered, AQMEII-2
focused on the evaluation of the new generation of regional-scale
online integrated and online access models which have been
developed in Europe and North America over the past approximately ten years (Baklanov et al., 2014). The study complements the
collective analyses of Im et al. (2015a,b) and Giordano et al. (2015)
which were dedicated to the evaluation of ozone, particular matter,
and the inﬂuence of chemical boundary conditions, respectively.
The meteorological parameters considered in the evaluation are all
critically inﬂuencing the chemistry: Temperature affects chemical
reaction rates, the gas e particle phase partitioning and biogenic
emissions. Wind speed inﬂuences the volume of air into which
emissions are diluted and the transport time between emissions
and downwind receptor locations. PBL height is a key measure of
turbulent mixing and the corresponding dilution of pollutants in
the vertical. Radiation directly affects photochemistry through the
photolysis of gases like O3 and NO2. Precipitation removes water
soluble trace gases and aerosols through wet deposition.
The analysis of these meteorological quantities contributes to
the understanding of differences in the chemistry modeling
although the connection is rarely straightforward due to multiple
factors acting simultaneously.
Consistent with the results of phase 1 presented by Vautard
et al. (2012) we found a signiﬁcant overprediction of 10-m wind
speeds by most models, especially the WRF-based models, more
pronounced for stable nighttime than for convective daytime
conditions. This is expected to lead to too strong dilution of air
pollutants over urban source regions but in turn to too rapid
transport to rural areas downwind. This effect likely contributes to
the frequently reported underprediction of primary air pollutants
at urban sites, which is usually attributed to insufﬁcient model
resolution.
2-m temperatures were simulated quite accurately by all models
with monthly mean biases in the range of 2 K to þ1.5 K over all
European and North American subdomains investigated. Such
small biases are expected to affect ozone concentrations by no
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more than a few ppb mostly through shifts in the thermal equilibrium of peroxyacetylnitrate (PAN) and changes in isoprene
emissions (Sillman and Samson, 1995). Annual mean biases were
negative over all domains in Europe and North America, and vertical temperature proﬁles revealed persistent negative deviations
from MOZAIC aircraft measurements throughout the troposphere
of the order of 2 K.
Planetary boundary layer heights diagnosed by the individual
models were evaluated against PBL heights from radiosondes. The
most striking result is a general and often strong (factor 2 and
more) overestimation of the nocturnal PBL heights by all models
except the WRF-CMAQ model UK5. The WRF-Chem models using
the YSU planetary boundary layer scheme tended to underestimate
afternoon PBL heights whereas other models showed both overand underpredictions depending on region. The comparison of PBL
heights suffered from a number of problems including different
diagnostics applied in different models, the low vertical resolution
of the radiosonde data over Europe, the problematic timing of the
radiosonde launches over North America during phases of strong
PBL evolution in the morning and evening, and the placement of
many radiosonde sites over Europe near coastlines where they are
inﬂuenced by land-sea breezes that cannot be reproduced by the
models given their rather coarse resolution. For future model
evaluations we therefore recommend to diagnose PBL heights
directly from vertical model proﬁles applying the same approach to
all models and the observations. Furthermore, an idealized Radonlike tracer would help diagnose model differences in terms of
vertical mixing more directly than it is possible with an evaluation
of PBL heights.
The seasonal cycle and month-to-month variability in solar
incoming radiation was quite accurately captured by the models
with a few exceptions. Over Europe, the model ES2/ES2f tended to
overestimate radiation by up to 25% in some months whereas the
two COSMO models CH1 and DE3 were frequently biased low by
10e20%. Over North America, the best model performance was
obtained for the dry climate over the southeastern US (domain
NA1). Solar incoming radiation was accurately simulated by several
models also over the more continental climates of NA2 and NA3,
whereas other models signiﬁcantly overestimated the radiation by
up to 30% in some months.
Aerosol direct and indirect effects appear to have only a minor
inﬂuence on the overall radiation biases as suggested by comparing
the results of the different WRF-Chem models applied over Europe
with and without considering such effects, and the results of CA2
and CA2f over North America. Differences between the models
rather seem to be dominated by differences in cloudiness which
will depend on many factors such as the treatment of the land
surface and soil hydrology, details of planetary boundary layer and
convection parameterizations, or the chosen cloud microphysics
scheme.
The biases in solar incoming radiation cannot easily be linked to
the found biases in temperature. Over Europe, for example, the
largest negative biases in 2-m temperatures were observed over
the domains EU2 and EU3 where shortwave downward radiation
was quite accurately captured or even overpredicted by some
models. Over the North American domain NA3, radiation was
signiﬁcantly overestimated by model US7 which, on the other
hand, showed one of the largest negative temperature biases over
the same region.
Such large differences in solar incoming radiation between
models and observations are expected to have a signiﬁcant impact
on the production of ozone and other photooxidants. The underestimation of solar incoming radiation in model CH1, for example,
may contribute to the negative O3 bias reported for this model by
Im et al. (2015b).
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The seasonal cycle of monthly accumulated precipitation and
the large differences between different subdomains were well
captured by most of the models. However, signiﬁcant negative
biases of up to 50% were found for model CA2/CA2f over the North
American domains NA2 and NA3. Such biases are expected to lead
to a proportional underestimation of wet removal of water soluble
gases and aerosols.
An important conclusion that may be drawn from this study is
that differences between different model systems were typically
larger than differences between simulations with the same model
including or excluding aerosol feedback effects. This will make it
difﬁcult to demonstrate any positive effect of considering feedbacks
on numerical weather prediction since the result may depend
signiﬁcantly on the chosen model system. However, this conclusion
does not hold for situations with high aerosol loads such as during
the Russian forest ﬁres as demonstrated by Kong et al. (2015) and
Forkel et al. (2015). Furthermore, Forkel et al. (2015) demonstrated
that aerosol indirect effects can be strong over clean areas such as
the Atlantic Ocean which, however, was not covered by the sites
included in the present evaluation study.
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